





	
		
			
				Balls
					Metal detectable balls in Natural Rubber
	Metal detectable balls in PU and Silicone
	Screen cleaning balls for sifting
	Detectable balls with metal insert
	Sponge Balls for cleaning cement pipes
	Special balls
	Parallellepipidum balls
	On demand



			


			
				Sleeves
					Molded corrugated sleeves Rotex®
	Molded corrugated sleeves Sweco®
	T-Bolt Clamps
	On demand



				Hoses
					Smooth polyurethane hoses (PU-hoses)
	On demand


			


			
				Other products
					Deblinding sliders for sifting
	Plugtite rubber maintenance plugs
	Plugtite rubber nozzle adaptors
	Profiles and edge protectors
	Rubber inspection caps Sweco®
	Rubber inspection covers Rotex®
	T-Bolt Clamps
	Weighing bellows
	On demand



				Info & contact
					Qualites
	Catalogs
	Contact us
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		Sleeves
				Molded corrugated sleeves Rotex®
	Molded corrugated sleeves Sweco®
	T-Bolt Clamps
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		Hoses
				Smooth polyurethane hoses (PU-hoses)
	On demand
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		Screen cleaning balls for sifting
	Sifting balls in Natural Rubber
	Sifting balls in PU (polyballs)
	Sifting balls in Neoprene (CR)
	Sifting balls in Silicone
	Screen cleaning balls in EDPM
	Screen cleaning balls in SBR
	Screen cleaning balls in Hypalon
	Screen cleaning balls in Fluor Viton
	Screen cleaning balls in NBR




	Rubber valve sealing balls

	Sponge Cleaning Balls
	Sponge Balls for cleaning cement pipes
	Tube cleaning balls in foam




	Ballast balls in EPDM
	Ballast balls in Natural Rubber
	Ballast balls in Nitrile Buna Rubber (NBR)
	Ballast balls in Polyurethane Rubber (PU)




	Detectable balls with metal insert
	Detectable screen cleaning balls with metal insert
	Detectable balls in Natural Rubber (NR)
	Detectable weighted balls in Neoprene (CR)





	Special balls
	Screen cleaning balls with an egg form




	Parallellepipidum balls
	Sifting balls with a random bounce










		Molded corrugated sleeves Rotex®
	Rotex® sleeves in Natural Rubber
	Rotex® sleeves in Silicone
	Rotex® sleeves in Neoprene
	Rotex® sleeves in EDPM
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	Sweco® sleeves in Natural Rubber
	Sweco® sleeves in Silicone
	Sweco® sleeves in Neoprene
	Sweco® rubber sleeves in EPDM
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			Your partner for rubber and plastic spare parts for the sifting industry.
	




	
		
			
				Screen cleaning balls

				Balls for continuous screening without interruptions.
Products with outstanding wear resistance, active cleaning and deblinding.
				Product page
			

		

	








	
				





	
			
		
				+32(0)22571878
	info@arubis.be
	Haachtsesteenweg 162
1820 Steenokkerzeel
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			Custom parts on demand

			Do not hesitate and send your sample and receive a free quotation.

			Read more
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			Can we help you?

			Send us your inquiries,
with as much info as possible

			Contact us
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				Deblinding sliders for sifting

				Sliders for sifting in nylon and polyurethane.
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				Metal detectable balls in Natural Rubber

				Balls with additives for metal detecting equipement.
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				Metal detectable balls in PU and Silicone

				Balls with additives for metal detecting equipement.
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				Molded corrugated sleeves Rotex®

				Sleeves developed for ROTEX® gyratory and vibratory equipment.
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				Molded corrugated sleeves Sweco®

				Sleeves developed for SWECO® gyratory and vibratory equipment.
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				Plugtite rubber maintenance plugs

				The new generation of service and maintenance plugs.
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				Plugtite rubber nozzle adaptors

				A range of adaptors for use with air-guns
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				Profiles and edge protectors

				Profiles for protecting fragile edges.
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				Rubber inspection caps Sweco®
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				Rubber inspection covers Rotex®
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				Smooth polyurethane hoses (PU-hoses)

				Durable elastic and smooth Pu-hoses for foodstuff
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				T-Bolt Clamps

				Stainless Steel T-Bolt Clamps used in various industry types to create a very tight fit between flexible ...
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				Weighing bellows

				Weighing bellows for weighing, mixing and filtering machines in the food industry.
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				Screen cleaning balls for sifting

				Balls created for the continuous cleaning of sieves without interruptions. 
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				Detectable balls with metal insert

				Balls with a small detectable metal ball in the inside.
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				Sponge Balls for cleaning cement pipes

				Balls in naturel latex foam to clean pipes in the food and cement industry.
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				Special balls

				These special balls have an egg form and bounce at random.
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				Parallellepipidum balls

				Balls in an unusual parallellepipidum shape for the sifting industry.
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				On demand

				Balls in naturel latex foam. Used for cleaning pipes food and cleaning pipes cement industry.
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	 		Your partner for rubber
and plastic spare parts for the sifting industry.
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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